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Henry Ford* * *Download for FREE on Kindle Unlimited + Free BONUS Inside!* * *Read On

Your Computer, MAC, Smartphone, Kindle Reader, iPad, or Tablet.Henry Ford once

announced to a young schoolboy that it was he who had invented the modern age. Born on a

farm in rural Michigan three weeks after the battle of Gettysburg, Ford hated everything about

farming as soon as he could understand what it was about. So he turned his attention to the

farm machinery that made the family farm run, and never looked back.It was his love of

machines, then engines, and finally automobiles that Henry Ford is best known for. He

designed and manufactured cars which would transform not just his family's little farm, and not

just the city of Detroit. The automobile would change the world; ushering in a whole new way of

living one's life. A modern life, to be sure.Beneath this diligent tycoon, lay a man of many

contradictions. He worked hard to give the average American an affordable car and believed

that mass consumerism was the key to keeping the world safe from war. Yet he opposed labor

unions, supposedly sired a son with another woman, and was an enthusiastic anti-

Semite.Inside you will read about...'� Henry Ford's Early Years'� Ford's Love for Engines'� The Ford

Motor Company and the Model T'� Disdain of Labor Unions'� The Anti-Semite Problem'� Later

Years and DeathAnd much more!Follow along as you come to know Henry Ford, the man

responsible for putting America and the world behind the wheels of their own cars. Was this

man a genius or a dominator? Did he want those around him to live free lives with the things

he invented or was he only satisfied when people read his newspaper and obeyed his advice?

Read on, and form your own conclusion.Series Information: Biographies of Business Leaders
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Jim Spencer, “The Man - The Icon. There is no doubt that Henry Ford was one of the main

cogs in the wheel that created a middle-class America! Eccentric to a fault, determined to

succeed, he blazed a trail in America that is awe inspiring! Like most human beings on this

planet we call Earth, Henry Ford had his own demons and faults. I prefer to admire what the

man accomplished in his lifetime rather than dwell on any faults he may have had. Yes, he

wasn't perfect, but then only 1 person in history has achieved perfection. So who am I to judge

the man beyond his extraordinary life. Sadly, he was Anti-Semite, and for that I Pray that he

found forgiveness before he left this earthly dominion. Good book that reminds us that people

before our time influenced our future in ways we cannot fathom!”

D Brent, “No human is perfect and shows themselves to be such before they leave this world.

Very few of any one stays true to the mission to which they started out but venture off the path

on which they started. The begin to meddle into affairs that causes problems in not only their

personal lives but lives of many others.  Great people cause great mistakes. It's still true today.”

Bevan, “Reasonable summary. This is a reasonable summary of a complex life.In begins with a

good chunk devoted to setting the scene - which was not really necessary given the aim of

fitting as much information as possible into a hour's read.LImited info on Ford production

during the wars.Mention of the '$5 a day' but not the '8 hours day' (which enabled factories, like

Ford, to operate 24-hours a day in 3 shifts).Brief mention of the first Model A, but nothing about

the 8 models before getting to 'T' and then reverting to 'A'.”

Kathryn K. Sanders, “A great man but flawed like anyone else. This was a very interesting and

readable (despite proofreading errors) biography of Henry Ford. He changed the way

Americans lived but was opinionated and always thought he was right. I didn't realize he also

made airplanes and had the first U.S. 'carrier.' He was truly an icon. and this book is well worth

reading.”

Yanwen Xia, “Enjoy reading it!. Recommend it greatly to all who want to understand American

culture and history. I take home three things related to Ford from reading it. First, the birth of

assembly line, second, the high pay of Ford auto workers (high for that time), third, Ford’s

model-T put the nation on the wheel, literally.”

derick prentice, “Easy read.. Seemed to concentrate on the model T to much, didn't get much

about his life.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good. I enjoyed reading this very much , thank you.”

Pommie Keith, “Henry Ford in simple language. Very easy book to read, gives a background to



Henry Ford in layman language. I learned quite a bit about this exceptional man.”

Nigel Fountain, “Good. Good reading”

Mr. C. T. Jones, “LOVE THIS BOOK. Loved this book I wish it had been longer , but it did state

that it was a one hour read .”

The book by Hourly History has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 208 people have provided feedback.
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